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Day 8: Corresponding Pants Create Turtle Chaos

Opener

micheLLe and peteR play a round of Numbers With Friends. They have Be sure to emphasize
those parts of their names
whenever you see them
from now on.

purchased the new Box UpgradeTM! The target number is 9
7 .

1. Play the game. Keep track of where L (left fraction) and R (right
fraction) end up after each move with a table.

2. Write 9
7 as a continued fraction.

3. Complete this Box keeping track of the locations of L and R after
each player hands off to the other. What’s in the box??! Brad

Pitt doesn’t like boxes for
some reason.# of L moves # of R moves # of L moves

3

0
1

1
0

9
7

Starting L Starting R Resulting L Resulting R Resulting L

Important Stu�

4. Play Numbers With Friends, targeting 43
19 . After each

What’s in the box??! The
Cholula Buttery Jack, now
for a limited time. This round
of Numbers With Friends
brought to you by Jack In
The Box.

streak of moving the left (L) fraction or the right (R)
fraction, keep track of your progress in the Box.

# of L moves # of R moves # of L moves # of R moves

0
1

1
0

Starting L Starting R Resulting L Resulting R Resulting L Resulting R

5. Rewrite each of these numbers as a single fraction.

What is the deal with
fractions? I mean are
they one number, or two
numbers? Make up your
mind! And now they’re
continuing? They just don’t
stop! Somebody make them
stop.

2, 2 +
1
3

, 2 +
1

3 +
1
1

, 2 +
1

3 +
1

1 +
1
4

What is the deal with that?
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6. In Numbers With Friends, the starting left/right frac-
tions are 0

1 and 1
0 . These fractions correspond to the

points (1, 0) and (0, 1), respectively. A parallelogram us- Hey, that’s a square, not
a parallelogram, you may
be saying. If you feel that
way, it’s time to be more
inclusive!

ing these points along with the origin appears on the
attached handout. Review the Numbers With Friends
game you played in Problem 1. After each of the first
five moves, draw the new parallelogram correspond-
ing to the current left and right fractions. Calculate each
parallelogram’s area A, its number of interior lattice
points I and its number of boundary lattice points B.

7. Play Numbers With Friends, targeting 73
52 . After each What’s in the box??! Alice

says there’s a man in the
box. In chains? Oh, guess
not.

streak of moving the left (L) fraction or the right (R)
fraction, keep track of your progress in the Box.

# of L moves # of R moves # of L moves # of R moves

10

0
1

1
0

73
52

Starting L Starting R Resulting L Resulting R Resulting L Resulting R

8. a. In the Box for Problem 7, describe how 73
52 is built as

a “bad add” from the previous two fractions.
b. Look back at Boxes and try to establish a pattern. Sure we know why 6 is

afraid of 7, but why did 7 eat
9? . . .Neat Stu�

9. Simplify each of these as much as possible.
a. (7 + 5

√
2)(7 − 5

√
2)

b. (5 − 3
√

2)(5 + 3
√

2)

c. (a+ b
√

2)(a− b
√

2)

10. Simplify each of these to the form a±b
√

2 where a and Please work this problem
without techmology! What
can you multiply the top and
bottom of each fraction by?

b are integers.

a.
4 +
√

2
5 + 3

√
2

b.
40 − 29

√
2

7 − 5
√

2

c.
40 − 29

√
2

10 + 3
√

2
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11. Find an integer solution to each equation, or explain
why an integer solution cannot exist.

Because 7 was told to eat 3
squared meals every day.

a. 9x+ 6y = 1
b. 9x+ 7y = 1
c. 43x+ 19y = 1

d. 72x+ 52y = 1
e. 73x+ 52y = 1
f. 161x+ 72y = 1

12. a. What is the continued fraction for
√

5?
b. Play the first few moves of Numbers With Friends

with the target number
√

5. Describe who moves, Do not play Numbers With
Friends with Walter White.
He will insist that he is the
one who moves.

and how many times.
c. Build a Box for this game, and use it to . . . yeah,

what is this useful for anyway?

13. Two continued fractions are identical except for one of
their coefficients. How can you tell, without calculating
their values, which continued fraction is larger?

14. Two continued fractions aren’t identical at all, they
might even have different lengths. How can you tell,
without calculating, which continued fraction is larger?

15. a. After five moves of a Numbers With Friends game, Here we mean five total
moves. If L takes all five,
they end up at 5

1 and 1
0 . Not

the maximum!

what is the maximum possible denominator of ei-
ther player’s location?

b. Generalize to nmoves.

16. When playing Numbers With Friends, after a streak of
n moves of the left fraction, the fraction effec-
tively gets replaced by “bad added” to .
After a streak of n moves of the right fraction, the

fraction effectively gets replaced by “bad
added” to .

17. a. Build a Box for a Numbers With Friends game us- What’s in the box??! It was
a half-hour kids’ show on
Australian TV, of course.

ing target number 5763
706 .

b. Find an integer solution to 5763x+ 706y = 1.

18. Revisit Day 2, when you found fractions that approxi-
mate π and put them in order of their distance from π.
Instead, Mia defines the “score” of a fraction to be its
distance from πmultiplied by its denominator. If a frac-
tion has a denominator that is 10 times bigger, it also
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would need to be 10 times closer to π to have the same
score. Order your fractions by Mia’s score.

19. Prove that if an infinite continued fraction has a repeat-
ing pattern, then its value is of the form a+

√
b

c
where a,

b, and c are integers.

20. Find the value of “I like you, too,” says Darryl’s
watch. Or it likes their old
stuff, anyway.

√
2 −

√
2 +

√
2 −
√

2 + . . .

21. Remember Pick’s Theorem, that result you found in
Problem 1 on Day 7? Ashlyn wonders what happens to
the number of boundary and interior points when the If you prefer, you can think

of the grid as getting half-
sized.

polygon is doubled in size. Create some examples and
figure out what can happen.

22. What’s your go-to karaoke song? Tonight after the Esti-
mathon, in the theater!

Tough Stu�

23. Which square numbers are also triangular numbers?

24. Find the value of

1

1 +
1

2 +
1

3 + . . .

25. Compute the continued fraction for the “Euler num- What’s in the box??! It’s
Brad Marchand, 2 minutes
for slashing.

ber” e. Use the continued fraction to find some excel-
lent fractional approximations to e, and explain why
that continued fraction works.
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